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Goal

learn CUDA, the basic API for programming NVIDA GPUs

learn where it is similar to OpenMP and where it is different
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CUDA reference

official documentation:
https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/index.html

book Professional CUDA C Programming
https://www.amazon.com/

Professional-CUDA-Programming-John-Cheng/dp/

1118739329
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Compiling/running CUDA programs with NVCC

compile with nvcc command�
1 $ nvcc program.cu

the conventional extension of CUDA programs is .cu

nvcc can handle ordinary C/C++ programs too (.cc, .cpp

→ C+)

you can have a file with any extension and insist it is a
CUDA program (convenient when you maintain a single file
that compiles both on CPU and GPU)�

1 $ nvcc -x cu program.cc

run the executable on a node that has a GPU(s)�
1 $ srun -p p ./a.out
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GPU is a device separate from CPU

as such,

code (functions) that runs on GPU must be so designated

data must be copied between CPU and GPU

a GPU is often called a “device”,

and a CPU a “host”

host (CPU) device (GPU)
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Two things you need to learn first: writing and

launching kernels

a “GPU kernel” (or simply a “kernel”) is a function that runs
on GPU�

1 global void f(...) { ... }

syntactically, a kernel is an ordinary C++ function that
returns nothing (void), except for the global keyword
a host launches a kernel specifying the number of threads.�

1 f<<<nb,bs>>>(...);

will create (nb × bs) CUDA threads, each executing f(...)

... ...... ... ...

nb thread blocks

bs threads in a thread block

...
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Launching a kernel ≈ parallel loop

launching a kernel, like�
1 f<<<nb,bs>>>(...);

≈ executing the following loop in parallel (on GPU, of course)�
1 for (i = 0; i < nb * bs; i++) {

2 f(...); // CUDA thread
3 }

... ...... ... ...

nb thread blocks

bs threads in a thread block

...
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A simplest example

writing a kernel�
1 __global__ void cuda_thread_fun(int n) {

2 int i = blockDim.x * blockIdx.x + threadIdx.x;

3 int nthreads = gridDim.x * blockDim.x;

4 if (i < nthreads) {

5 printf("hello I am CUDA thread %d out of %d\n", i, nthreads);

6 }

7 }

and launching it�
1 int thread_block_sz = 64;

2 int n_thread_blocks = (n + thread_block_sz - 1) / thread_block_sz;

3 cuda_thread_fun<<<n_thread_blocks,thread_block_sz>>>(n);

will create n threads printing�
1 hello I am CUDA thread 0 out of n
2 ...

3 hello I am CUDA thread n− 1 out of n

note: the order is unpredictable
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A CUDA thread is not like an OpenMP thread

launching 10000 CUDA threads is quite common and efficient�
1 f<<<1024,256>>(...);

launching 10000 threads on CPU is almost always a bad idea
this is semantically similar to the above�

1 #pragma omp parallel

2 f();

with�
1 OMP_NUM_THREADS=10000 ./a.out

but what happens inside is very different
CPU way of doing this is:�

1 #pragma omp parallel for

2 for (i = 0; i < 1024 * 256; i++) {

3 f();

4 }

with OMP NUM THREADS=the actual number of cores ./a.out
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About thread IDs

for each thread to determine what to do, it needs a unique ID
(the loop index)
you get it from gridDim, block{Dim,Idx} and threadIdx

when you launch a kernel by�
1 f<<<nb,bs>>>(...);

... ...... ... ...

the grid (gridDim.x thread blocks)

a thread block (blockDim.x threads)

...

blockIdx.x=0 blockIdx.x=1 blockIdx.x=2 ...

threadIdx.x=0
=1=2

blockDim.x = bs (the thread block size)
gridDim.x = nb (the number of blocks = the “grid” size)

and
threadIdx.x = the thread ID within the block (∈ [0, bs))
blockIdx.x = the thread’s block ID (∈ [0,nb))
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Remarks

as suggested by .x, a block and the grid can be
multidimensional (up to 3D, of .x, .y, .z) and the
previous code assumes they are 1D
extension to multidimensional block/grid is straightforward
1D:�

1 int nb = 100;

2 int bs = 256

3 f<<<nb,bs>>>(...);

2D:�
1 dim3 nb(10,10);

2 dim3 bs(8,32);

3 f<<<nb,bs>>>(...);

3D:�
1 dim3 nb(10,5,2);

2 dim3 bs(8,8,4);

3 f<<<nb,bs>>>(...);
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SpMV in CUDA

original serial code�
1 for (k = 0; k < A.nnz; k++) {

2 i,j,Aij = A.elems[k];

3 y[i] += Aij * x[j];

4 }

write a kernel that works on a single non-zero element�
1 __global__ spmv_dev(A, x, y) {

2 k = blockDim.x * blockIdx.x + threadIdx.x; // thread id
3 if (k < A.nnz) {

4 i,j,Aij = A.elems[k];

5 y[i] += Aij * x[j]; } }

and launch it with ≥ nnz threads (we’re not done yet)�
1 spmv*(A, x, y) {

2 int bs = 256;

3 int nb = (A.nnz + bs - 1) / bs;

4 spmv_dev<<<nb,bs>>(A, x, y); }

similarly simple for CSR version
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We’re not done yet

this code�
1 __global__ spmv_dev(A, x, y) {

2 k = blockDim.x * blockIdx.x + threadIdx.x;

3 if (k < nnz) {

4 i,j,Aij = A.elems[k];

5 y[i] += Aij * x[j];

6 }

7 }

does not work yet

1 the device cannot access elements of A, x and y on the host
2 there is a race condition when updating y[i]
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Keywords for functions

global , device , host

callable from code runs on
global host/device device
device device device
host host host

global functions cannot return a value (must be void)

you can have both host and device in front of a
definition, which generates two versions (device and host)
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Macros

convenient when writing a single file that works both on CPU
and GPU

NVCC : a macro defined when compiled by nvcc�
1 #ifdef __NVCC__

2 // GPU implementation
3 #else

4 // CPU implementation
5 #endif

CUDA ARCH : a macro defined when copiled for device�
1 __device__ __host__ f(...) {

2 #ifdef __CUDA_ARCH__

3 // device code
4 #else

5 // host code
6 #endif

7 }
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Threads and thread blocks (recap)

a kernel specifies the action of a CUDA thread

when you launch a kernel you specify

the number of thread blocks (nb) and
the thread block size = the number of threads in a single
thread block (bs),

to effectively create (nb × bs) threads

... ...... ... ...

the grid (gridDim.x thread blocks)

a thread block (blockDim.x threads)

...

blockIdx.x=0 blockIdx.x=1 blockIdx.x=2 ...

threadIdx.x=0
=1=2

but why you need two separate numbers?
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Why two numbers (bs and nb)?

a single thread block is sent to a single SM and stays there until it
finishes

GPU core (streaming multiprocessor)

......

......

...

... ...... ... ... ...

GPU sends a thread block to an SM

f<<<nb,bs>>(...)
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Restrictions affecting the correctness

you cannot make a single thread block arbitrarily large
for P100,

bs ≤ 1024
bs × R ≤ 65536

R = the number of registers used per thread
GPU has a faster memory, shared memory, which is only
shared within a single thread block

it’s more like a scratch pad memory (it’s a misnomer IMO)

GPU core (streaming multiprocessor)

......

......

...

... ...... ... ... ...

GPU sends a thread block to an SM

f<<<nb,bs>>(...)

shared memory (scratch pad)
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About registers

each SM has a number of (65536 on P100) registers

for an SM to accommodate at least one thread block, it must
hold

bs×R ≤ 65536,

where R is the number of registers used per thread

how you can know R? → pass -Xptxas -v to nvcc and see
the compiler message

can you control it? → pass --maxrregcount R to nvcc
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Factors affecting performance

to utilize multiple (many) SMs, you want to create
accordingly many thread blocks
to efficiently use a single SM, you want to have enough
threads in each SM
how to choose them affects performance (later weeks)

GPU core (streaming multiprocessor)

......

......

...

... ...... ... ... ...

GPU sends a thread block to an SM

f<<<nb,bs>>(...)

shared memory (scratch pad)
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Tips to choose a right thread block size, for now

make it a multiple of 32 (warp size) and ≤ 1024

32, 64, 96, · · · , 1024
complex kernels may fail with a large block size. reduce it
when it happens

always check a launch error at runtime!
see compiler message -Xptxas -v and control it when
necessary --maxrregcount

small threads need more of them to fill an SM
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Moving data between host and device

host and device memory are separate
the device cannot access data on the host and vice versa.
i.e., the following does not work�

1 double a[n];

2 f<<<nb,bs>>>(a);�
1 __global__ f(double * a) {

2 ... a[i] ... // this will segfault
3 }

host (CPU) device (GPU)
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Two more things you must master: cudaMalloc

and cudaMemcpy

you need to

1 allocate data on device (by cudaMalloc) → device memory
2 move data between the host and the device (by cudaMemcpy)
3 give the kernel the pointer to the device memory

note: call cudaMalloc and cudaMemcpy on the host, not on
the device

host (CPU) device (GPU)

a
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Typical steps to send data to the device

1 allocate data of the same size both on host and device�
1 double * a = ...; // any valid address will do (malloc, &variable, etc.)
2 double * a_dev = 0;

3 cudaMalloc((void **)&a_dev, sz);

2 the host works on the host data�
1 for ( ... ) { a[i] = ... } // whatever initialization you need

3 copy the data to the device�
1 cudaMemcpy(a_dev, a, sz, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

4 pass the device pointer to the kernel�
1 f<<<nb,bs>>>(a dev, ...)

5 often a good idea to have a struct having both pointers inside�
1 typedef struct {

2 double * a; // host pointer
3 double * a_dev; // device pointer
4 ...

5 } my_struct;
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Typical steps to retrieve the result

1 allocate data of the same size both on host and device�
1 double * r = ... ;

2 double * r_dev = 0;

3 cudaMalloc((void **)&r_dev, sz);

2 pass the device pointer to the kernel�
1 f<<<nb,bs>>>(..., r_dev);

3 copy the data to the host�
1 cudaMemcpy(r, r_dev, sz, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
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Data sharing among threads in the device

basics : CUDA threads can access only device memory

there are several types of device memory

global memory : memory allocated via cudaMalloc are
shared among all threads

one thread writes to it, other threads will see it (sooner or
later)

shared memory :

a small on-chip memory accessible only within each SM (i.e.,
within a single thread block)
how to use it exactly will be covered later

other weirder memory types not covered in the lecture
(constant and texture)
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How to resolve race conditions on global memory?

CUDA threads run concurrently so they are susceptible to
race conditions as in CPUs�

1 __global__ spmv_dev(A, x, y) {

2 k = blockDim.x * blockIdx.x + threadIdx.x; // thread id
3 if (k < nnz) {

4 i,j,Aij = A.elems_dev[k];

5 y[i] += Aij * x[j];

6 }

7 }
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Atomic accumulations

atomic accumulations are supported by the hardware and
CUDA API

atomicAdd(p, x) ≈�
1 #pragma omp atomic

2 *p += x

in OpenMP
search the CUDA toolkit documentation for “atomicAdd”

there are other primitives, such as compare-and-swap
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A working version of COO SpMV

�
1 __global__ spmv_dev(A, x, y) {

2 k = thread id;
3 if (k < nnz) {

4 i,j,Aij = A.elems_dev[k];

5 atomicAdd(&y[i], Aij * x[j]);

6 }

7 }

make sure A.elems dev, x and y point to device memory
(not shown)

note: CSR is simpler to work with if you don’t parallelize
within a row
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